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Abstract | Settler colonial history is built on a foundation of lies, which support and 
perpetuate the violence inherent to and constitutive of these societies. Science fiction 
written by settlers often glorifies colonialism, but the Chaos Walking series by Patrick 
Ness offers a story of another planet in which facing and revealing the lies of colonial 
history is essential to stemming the tide of violence flowing from these lies. In these 
books, the knowledge, bodies, and voices of women and Indigenous extraterrestrials 
become the grounds of memory that can lead to the possibility, though never the 
promise, of nonviolence.  In this essay, I use Indigenous critical theory, theology, and 
colonial history to explore the possibilities and limits of Ness’ work to reveal, 
confront, and transform a settler colonial lineage of stories of conquest, concealment, 
and deceit.  
Keywords | Settler colonialism; Patrick Ness; Chaos Walking; Indigenous theory, 
cryptohistory. 
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Resumo | A história colonial assenta numa fundação de mentiras, que apoiam e 
perpetuam a violência que é inerente e constituinte  destas sociedades. A ficção 
científica escrita por colonizadores frequentemente glorifica o colonialismo, mas a 
série Chaos Walking de Patrick Ness apresenta uma história de outro planeta  no qual 
enfrentar e  expor as mentiras da história colonial se revela essencial para parar a onda 
de violência que advém dessas mentiras.  Nestes livros, o conhecimento, corpos e 
vozes de mulheres e de extraterrestres Indígenas tornam-se a base da memória que 
pode levar à possibilidade, apesar de nunca à promessa, da não-violência. Neste 
ensaio, faço uso de teoria crítica Indígena, da teologia e  da história colonial para 
explorar as possibilidades e limites do trabalho de Ness para revelar, confrontar e 
transformar a nossa linhagem partilhada de histórias coloniais de conquista, 
dissimulação e engano. 
Palavras-Chave | colonização de povoamento; Patrick Ness; Chaos Walking; teoria 
indígena; criptohistória. 
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Patrick Ness’ young adult science fiction series Chaos Walking consists of 

three novels, The Knife of Never Letting Go (2008), The Ask and the Answer (2009), 

and Monsters of Men (2010). The series takes place on a planet colonized by humans, 

who have killed many of the Indigenous extraterrestrials. The violence of this history 

has been obscured as quickly as it has been committed, and all the human colonists 

have either been lied to about the history of their communities, or created such lies, or 

both. The colonists call this planet “New World”. Imagining a new world has, at least 

since 1492, been a project rooted in violent colonial and imperial enterprises, and the 

Chaos Walking series features characters who are ceaselessly tangled within settler 

colonial and misogynistic violence, while striving, as a narrative whole and in terms 

of character choices, to find ends for that violence. Such ends prove frighteningly 

elusive, partially due to the historical lies that obscure everything that has happened 

on this planet since the arrival of its human colonists.  

This context of historical lies points Chaos Walking directly at American 

history as played out in the United States and presented to the world. The project of 

America is one of genocide and dispossession of Indigenous peoples, in tandem with 

concealment and lies about these crimes. In The Transit of Empire: Indigenous 

Critiques of Colonialism, Chickasaw literary scholar Jodi A. Byrd writes that “[t]he 

story of the new world is horror, the story of America a crime” (xii). Ness’ novels 
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demonstrate how this kind of colonial horror can be simultaneously concealed and 

perpetuated by lies about history. Ness is a white settler from the United States,1 and 

while science fiction, especially that written by white settlers, has often been used to 

justify, glorify, and build up colonial narratives, his books attempt to tell a different 

kind of story – a settler science fiction narrative that is attentive to patterns of 

oppression and seeks to disrupt those patterns. In this essay, I use Indigenous critical 

theory, theology, and colonial history to explore the possibilities and limits of Ness’ 

work to reveal, confront, and transform a settler colonial lineage of stories of 

conquest, concealment, and deceit.  

Thomas King, a Cherokee writer of both fiction and non-fiction, asserts in The 

Truth About Stories: A Native Narrative, “the truth about stories is that that’s all we 

are” (2). In this book, King curves and curls both mythical and autobiographical tales 

into recurring and cumulative twists of meaning. King’s enactment and declaration of 

how stories work is one entry point into Indigenous literary theory, in which the 

power of stories becomes both an explanation for and a counter to the violence of 

colonialism. In Chaos Walking, and in the world outside of the books, powerful 

stories continue to assert settler colonial power over Indigenous people, and 

patriarchal power over women, so thoroughly that the people immersed in these ideas 

often do not recognize or admit the foundations of violence that such ideas rest upon 

and strengthen. Stories carry power, and those who do not recognize that power (as 

well as many who do) will still convey such power in all its violence to others, mouth 

to ears, skin to skin. There are other kinds of stories, however, including stories that 

expose what is otherwise culturally hidden, along with the processes of concealment 

and lies that perpetuate historical violence. These decoded stories may serve as 

enacted responses to urgent questions: Once we know that many of the stories we live 

inside are lies, once we see that many of the stories we live inside also produce the 

violence we live with (or under, or on the run from, or which we inflict), what do we 

do? Are stories even possible outside of or in tension with the larger narrative 

frameworks that instruct us to know the world? 

The feminist theologian Catherine Keller describes “cryptoapocalypse” as a 

cosmological orientation that can divest itself of its explicit religiosity, while still 

keeping its force in creating people’s relationships with the world around them, 

																																																								
1 Patrick Ness was born in Virginia, but currently lives in England. 
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causing people to anticipate and even facilitate extreme destruction because of stories 

of religious apocalypse. People have this relationship and participate in 

cryptoapocalyptic destruction even while being unaware of or disbelieving the 

premises of a religious apocalypse. Cryptoapocalypse is cyclical and does its work 

without being explicitly revealed or known. In this essay, I extend this concept to a 

cryptohistory in Chaos Walking, a structure in which violence against Indigenous 

people and women is repeated even by people who have no explicit knowledge of the 

way this violence has played out in the past and may truly wish to avoid it. The 

historian and anthropologist Ann Laura Stoler, describing the same pattern, calls it 

“colonial aphasia”, and elaborates, “[t]his capacity to know and not know 

simultaneously renders the space between ignorance and ignoring not an etymological 

exercise but a concerted political and personal one” (12-13). Similarly, the analysis I 

offer of Chaos Walking is meant to be not only a literary examination but to inspire 

political and personal reckoning in readers. To watch cryptohistory and colonial 

aphasia work, let us go deeper into the world of Chaos Walking. 

On the planet where the novels take place, the thoughts of human men and 

most other beings are audible to all, but the thoughts of human women remain private. 

Human settlers call these thoughts “Noise”. Todd Hewitt, the sole, first-person 

narrator of the first book and co-narrator of the others, has been taught that 

Prentisstown, where he lives, is the only surviving town on the planet, that all human 

women were killed through germ warfare by the Indigenous people of the planet, who 

call themselves the Land but are called Spackle by the colonists, and that the Spackle 

were all killed in retaliation. Almost none of this is true: instead, the women were 

murdered by men of the town because of their telepathic silence, other towns still 

exist with living women, and many members of the Land survive, some free, some 

enslaved.  

In Prentisstown, memory is controlled and secrets are kept despite the Noise 

through ritualized narrative and group identity regulated by violent initiation. History 

is re-shaped through this control, while, intentionally and unintentionally, characters 

repeat the violence that is simultaneously ritualized and disavowed in cultural 

memories of the past. All three books function as quests to remember or conceal lost 

narratives of the past, and through this often violent struggle, the characters seek to 

alter the present and the future, and, especially, to divert them from the repetition of 

the destructive past. The Knife of Never Letting Go is narrated only by Todd, The Ask 
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and the Answer alternately by Todd and Viola, a young woman from a new settler 

ship who has crash landed on New World, and Monsters of Men alternately by Todd, 

Viola, and the Return, a member of the Land who escapes from enslavement by 

human settlers. Thus, the narrative structure of the books opens to the voices of 

literally and figuratively silenced people through which it is less and less possible for 

the lies of cryptohistory to remain either hidden or unchallenged. 

In Chaos Walking, the knowledge, bodies, and voices of women and 

Indigenous people become the grounds of memory that can lead to the possibility, 

though never the promise, of non-violence. The relationship between silence, Noise, 

writing, and speech is extremely contested, and these categories do not have clear 

boundaries, but intersect messily and frighteningly with gendered and genocidal 

violence, enabling, justifying and working against violence in turn. Women and 

Indigenous people open spaces for memory of and beyond the very violence that often 

kills them. Through this process, some characters find possibilities for less violent 

action and relationship in a landscape of historical memory grounded in deliberate lies 

and ritualized repetition of violence. 

As we meet Todd in The Knife of Never Letting Go, he explains how close he 

is to official manhood, as designated by Prentisstown. This transition to manhood is 

ambivalent and confusing to Todd: “...it will be a party, I guess, tho I’m starting to get 

some strange pictures about it, all dark and too bright at the same time, but 

nevertheless I will become a man [...]” (Ness, Knife 4). So, what Todd can see of 

manhood is suspect, and the incessant Noise is nonetheless capable of keeping 

secrets, leaving him knowing there is something disturbing in the bridge between the 

past and the future that his initiation into manhood will represent, but not what that 

disturbing thing might be. At the same time, he has no choice, as far as he knows, but 

to become a man in the terms offered by his town. 

Instead, Todd’s fathers, who adopted him after his mother was murdered, 

begin to uncover the lies that undergird Todd’s perception of the world and 

conception of manhood. Ben, one of Todd’s adoptive fathers, tells Todd everything 

he’s understood of history is untrue, and uses trust as the bridge that might allow 

Todd to cross from known lies to the unknown truth: “‘[T]rust me when I say that the 

things you know right now, Todd, those things aren’t true’” (Ness, Knife 51). At this 

point, Ben reveals to Todd how Prentisstown’s boys ritually become men – by killing 

another man – and gives him his mother’s diary and instructions to flee the town 
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against this fate (50). Manhood in Prentisstown is utterly predicated on violence, the 

ritualized repetition of the violence against women (and, we will soon learn, against 

Indigenous people) that has been hidden and historically rewritten. Memories hidden 

beneath the cryptohistory of Prentisstown’s misogynistic and colonial violence can be 

accessed through intimate trust that Ben creates in direct opposition to Prentisstown’s 

version of manhood. In its place, Ben offers Todd a fleet, hunted, relational, and non-

violent manhood, one Ben has only been able to cultivate as an option in secret 

opposition to (and through outward complicity with) the master narrative of lies and 

ritualized violent memory that Prentisstown demands. 

As Todd flees across the planet, he gains identity as a man who cannot kill. 

This identity sets the terms for many of the relationships he has throughout the series, 

but it is also false: he murders the first Indigenous person of New World that he ever 

sees, and he also participates in tortuous and sometimes lethal forms of state violence. 

A desire for goodness and even a narrative of non-violence is not sufficient to 

withstand cryptohistories of dehumanization that leave the women and Indigenous 

people of New World available for – indeed, required as – targets of the violence of 

settler men as men. Soon after fleeing his home, Todd meets and begins traveling 

with Viola, a girl who has crash-landed on the planet as part of the vanguard of more 

human colonists. When he meets Viola, Todd does not know about his town’s history 

of men murdering women, but he finds himself deeply unsettled by Viola’s telepathic 

silence, and so he begins participating in the story of what it means to be a man of 

Prentisstown responding to a woman without awareness of that story, drawn to desire 

violence against Viola in a repetition of his cryptohistory:  

 

‘You’re NOTHING!’ I scream, stepping forward some more. ‘NOTHING! 
You’re nothing but EMPTINESS! There’s nothing in you! You’re EMPTY 
and NOTHING and we’re gonna die FOR NOTHING!’ 
[…] I’m so furious, my Noise raging so loud, so red, that I have to raise my 
fists to her, I have to hit her, I have to beat her. I have to make her ruddy 
silence STOP before it SWALLOWS ME AND THE WHOLE EFFING 
WORLD! 
I take my fist and punch myself hard in the face. (Ness, Knife 123) 

 

In these moments, Todd experiences an internal call to Prentisstown-style 

manhood, feeling the gendered difference of Viola’s voice as a threat not just to him 

but to the world – this does not really make sense, of course, but it makes 
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Prentisstown sense, it makes sense in the cryptohistory in which Todd participates 

without his conscious knowledge. Todd is only able to not attack Viola by turning the 

violence on himself. Todd does not attain the non-violent manhood Ben has tried to 

offer him, but, as Viola and Todd grow to trust each other, he experiences this girl in 

all her personhood and complexity. Eventually, Todd realizes that, despite her lack of 

Noise, Viola is not inaccessible to him: “I search out her face and the language of her 

body as she stands here watching me, and I find that I still know who she is, that she’s 

still Viola Eade, that silent don’t mean empty, that it never meant empty” (Ness, Knife 

444). Viola’s gendered silence in telepathic Noise is unchosen, but her vocal silence 

until she decides to trust Todd is deliberate, and it is clear that the onus is on Todd to 

learn to understand her as a person, to realize that “silent don’t mean empty” through 

their relationship. 

When Viola does gain voice, it is a voice she chooses – indeed, she is able to 

take on accents and mimic others’ voices with ease, disguising herself as they move 

among established human settler populations – and she resists any attempt to be 

forced out of silence on others’ terms. Toward the end of the series, Noise is shown to 

be a powerfully unifying method of communication among the Land, and Ben learns 

to use the language of the Land, and becomes convinced that, if all human settlers 

connect with the Land in this way, there will be peace. Viola is suspicious of this 

offer:  

 

Ben is certain women do have Noise and that if men can silence theirs, why 
shouldn’t women be able to un-silence theirs? 
He wonders if I might be willing to give it a try. 
I don’t know. 
Why can’t we learn to live with how we are? And whatever anybody 
chooses is okay by the rest of us? (Ness, Monsters 590) 

 

Viola consistently resists the imperative to voice that Todd lays on her at first, 

and Ben at last, and insists upon voice and silence on her own terms and within her 

own registers of power. Through this insistence, she may lose a chance for deeper 

connection with the Land and with settler men, but she also avoids what may be an 

invitation to co-opt or appropriate the language of the Land. There is no simple value 

or denigration possible in these books, not of Noise, voice, or silence; instead, these 

all exist in profound and ambivalent relational power according to the always-

constrained, always-meaningful choices of the characters. The diary of Todd’s mother 
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is another form of a woman’s voice that is sometimes silent to Todd, but is also the 

voice of memory that connects Todd to his ability to survive and to relate in less 

violent ways than through Prentisstown’s colonial masculinity. Through most of the 

series, Todd cannot access his mother’s narrative, which we presume with him to hold 

the truth about the past, because he cannot read. Todd’s illiteracy is due to the 

deliberate dismantling of education in Prentisstown. Todd’s mother experiences a 

threefold silence, first through her lack of Noise, then in her murder by the men of her 

town, and finally through Todd’s politically manufactured illiteracy. Even under this 

much constraint, the book that contains her written voice functions to shield Todd 

from violence, and influences Todd’s relationships. Todd’s mother’s book protects 

him bodily when it takes the impact of a knife that is meant for Todd, sustaining a 

wound in Todd’s stead. Todd’s shame at not being able to read makes it a struggle for 

him to enter into relationships with those who could read to him; nevertheless, Todd’s 

access to the diary is entirely contingent on his relationships with others. During their 

flight across the planet’s human settlements, Viola imitates a Prentisstown accent to 

start reading the diary to Todd. Viola uses the power of her chosen, malleable voice to 

bridge the gap between Todd and his dead mother, but they are interrupted and unable 

to get very far in the story. The promise of a true, direct history from a believable 

source is never fulfilled by the diary. When Todd does hear the end of the diary, it is 

through the aggressively deceitful Noise of Mayor Prentiss, a manipulative tyrant who 

consistently lies to Todd, so neither we as readers nor Todd can be sure that what the 

Mayor is reading is what Todd’s mother wrote. As Todd realizes this uncertainty and 

gets to the inconclusive end of his mother’s narrative, he thinks in frustration, “What 

really happened ain’t there”, and yet the necessity to respond to what “really 

happened” remains incredibly urgent (Ness, Monsters 407). There is no unmediated 

true story, and simultaneously there is no story without great power. At the end of the 

series, Viola reads the diary aloud to Todd while he is in a coma-like state, and the 

combination of her voice and Todd’s mother’s words has the power to affirm Todd’s 

identity and pull him back toward consciousness. Todd, from inside his silence, 

experiences Viola’s reading as “that voice saying those words [...] as I’m flying 

through these memories and spaces and darknesses […] I will answer –” (Monsters 

600-601). For Todd, the voices of his mother and Viola, given on their terms rather 

than on the terms of men in power, create an alternative history and a possibility of 

relationship with women. When Todd listens to his mother and to Viola, he can look 
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beyond the cryptohistory of Prentisstown that has taught him that women are 

dangerously silent enemies to be killed, and these relationships in turn save his life, 

both literally and figuratively. 

Todd has some access to alternative stories about women and ways of being a 

man, especially through knowledge that his mother lived and wrote, but he has not 

had access to any alternative stories about the Land, and so he becomes a killer even 

as his society labels him one who cannot kill. Todd indeed does not kill humans, and, 

in despair over having been unable to kill a human man who attacked him and Viola, 

thinks “I’d be a killer, if that’s what it takes. [...] Watch me” (Knife 269). And we do 

watch him, as he recognizes a Spackle man fishing at the river, a sort of person he has 

never seen before, a being he thought was extinct. Todd immediately attacks the man, 

“all I’m thinking and sending forward to him in my red, red Noise are images and 

words and feelings, of all I know, all that’s happened to me, all the times I failed to 

use that knife, every bit of me screaming – I’ll show you who’s a killer” (Ness, Knife 

273). Todd’s murder of the man of the Land is described in exhaustive detail, and, 

once he is dead, Todd tries to justify this killing through the larger lies of 

Prentisstown history. He explains that Viola does not understand that the Spackle are 

all terrible murderers, but Viola disrupts this story: “‘You stupid, fucking 

IDIOT!’[…] ‘How many times have you found out that what you’ve been told isn’t 

true?’” (Ness, Knife 276). Outside of the language of conquest and its cryptohistories, 

which have subsumed Todd, Viola can interpret the fear and innocence of the man of 

the Land and show it to Todd, who then sees what had been concealed in the story of 

hatred and necessity in his mind: “And (no no no no no) I see the fear that was 

coming from his Noise – [...] And I’m a killer – I’m a killer – I’m a killer – (Oh, 

please no) I’m a killer” (Ness, Knife 277). In the moment of encounter with the man 

of the Land, Todd’s knowledge of history has told him that Spackle are horrors to be 

destroyed, and this dovetails with Prentisstown’s cryptohistory of misogynistic 

violence, pushing Todd toward a manhood predicated upon the violence that has 

created his town. Unable to perceive beyond these stories, Todd attacks and kills the 

first Indigenous person he has ever seen. Through Viola’s intervention, however, 

Todd is able to understand that killing this man of the Land is murder, though other 

humans will not recognize this and will continue to conceptualize him as a man who 

cannot kill. 
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At the beginning of the second novel of the series, The Ask and the Answer, 

Todd is imprisoned and put to work by the terrifying leader of Prentisstown, Mayor 

Prentiss, who has successfully taken control of most of the human settlements on New 

World. In this employment, Todd commits violence against women and members of 

Land, including putting numbered ID bands on Spackle and women. These bands 

cannot be removed without killing the wearer. Todd justifies his participation in 

banding the Spackle by thinking “if I’m not the one who does this, then they’ll just 

get someone else who won’t care if it hurts” (Ness, Ask 137). Mayor Prentiss 

eventually reveals that these bands were designed to kill the wearers over time, so 

that, now, Todd who “cannot kill” has been a participant in many murders (Ness, 

Monsters 565). Todd kills in these instances not only because of the lies he has been 

told and the cryptohistory he has not been told, but because of the governmental 

structures of violence he, as a human man, is pressed into and participates in.  

At least one Indigenous extraterrestrial, however, will see both Todd’s 

violence and his regret, and this leads him to a deep grudge against Todd. This person 

of the Land is working to return from slavery to a culturally grounded selfhood, by 

“learn[ing] what the Land calls things” (Ness, Monsters 79). This character is part of 

a group of Spackle who were separated from the rest of the Land at the end of the war 

that occurred just before Todd’s birth, and subsequently enslaved by the human 

settlers in the largest human settlement on the planet. As readers, we encounter him 

first as “1017”, his band number, a designation entirely created through violence 

inflicted by human settlers. At this point, the enslaved Spackle are being given a 

substance in their food which prevents them from having Noise. As Noise is the only 

language of the Spackle, this silences them completely. At first, readers see 1017 

exclusively through Todd’s perception of their relationship, in which 1017 is 

aggressive within his violently subordinated condition, and Todd alternately 

scapegoats 1017, once beating him badly, and, at other times desperately works to 

save 1017 from death, sometimes at great risk to himself. This horrifying relationship 

keeps Todd tenuously connected to an understanding of Spackle personhood, and it 

keeps 1017 alive, but 1017 does not experience this as remotely positive, and Todd’s 

emotional engagement does not indicate goodness or relational justice. 

In Monsters of Men, 1017 begins to narrate his own portion of the book, and 

he is called the Return after he returns to a larger, free population of the Land. The 

Return does not perceive Todd as a compassionate young man who cannot kill, but 
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instead says “He is worst of all of them [...] Because he knew he was doing wrong 

[…] worst is the one who knows better and does nothing” (Ness, Monsters 84). The 

Return’s vengeful anger is enhanced by what others perceive as Todd’s extraordinary 

goodness, precisely because Todd is able, within his own guilt, to perpetuate great 

violence. The Return forcefully contradicts the idea that emotional response makes a 

good person. Quite the opposite, he sees Todd’s experience of being haunted by the 

wrong he has done to members of the Land as literary scholar Renée L. Bergland sees 

the narrative haunting of American literature by Indian ghosts: one way to erase the 

necessity of repair, justice, or change through sadness and fear over the violence that 

has occurred (Bergland 3). “A twinge of remorse in the act of invading provides no 

grounds for celebration unless it prompts the invaders to leave”, writes Waziyatawin 

Angela Cavander Wilson, a Wahpetunwan Dakota historian (73). Todd is not going to 

leave – in Chaos Walking, the settlers are technologically unable to leave, a narrative 

situation that raises a question of what kind of decolonization is possible in the 

continued and presumably permanent presence of invaders. Todd’s remorse, like the 

remorse of many settler colonists or of colonial societies themselves, may be a tool 

that smooths over the edges of cryptohistory, thus allowing it to continue to work, 

rather than an experience that is likely to help create a more just present and future. 

So, if not through good intentions or remorse, through what avenues do characters in 

Chaos Walking find an end to violence?  

Some people in Chaos Walking try to find non-violence through deep 

communicative connection, but, as we see with Viola’s concern about the invitation to 

Noise, a compulsion to share or speak can be as damaging as a compulsion to remain 

silent. The narrative ambivalence about whether it is possible or desirable for all 

people to share in the Land’s language relates to a deeper tendency of settler colonists 

to continually, over time, experience belonging through co-optation and 

appropriation, which Byrd refers to as settlers learning to “cathect the space of the 

native as their home” (xxxix). I’m interested, then, in connection that occurs between 

the Return and Viola precisely because it does not create a positive sense of being one 

people or sharing one home, but instead is a mutual recognition of pain that pauses 

violence long enough for other options to emerge. The Return’s quest to avenge 

himself on Todd leads him to attack Viola when she orchestrates peace talks with the 

Land, and is interrupted by his recognition that she, too, is banded, that they have 
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been subject to the same violation. In the moment of the attack, they both recognize 

this. Viola expressions her recognition first:  

 

I raise my arm in a hopeless attempt to protect myself— 
And— 
The blade doesn’t fall […]  
The Spackle is staring at […] the band on my arm— 
The red, infected, sick-looking band with the number 1391 etched onto it— 
And then I see it— 
Halfway up his own forearm, as scarred and messy as mine— 
A band reading 1017— […] 
He’s frozen his swing, the blade in the air, ready to fall but not falling, as 
he stares at my arm. (Ness, Monsters 350) 

 

The Return’s recognition immediately follows: 

 

I saw her band. 
Saw the pain obvious even in one of the voiceless Clearing.2 
[…] 
And I remembered the pain of the banding, the pain not only in my arm but 
n the way the band encircled my self as well, took what was me and made it 
smaller, so that all the Clearing ever saw was the band on my arm, not me, 
not my face, not my voice which was also taken— 
Taken to make us like the Clearing’s own voiceless ones. 
And I could not kill her. (Ness, Monsters 379-380) 

 

Before this moment, Viola experiences the Return only as “1017 – Todd’s 

Spackle” (Ness, Monsters 350), and the Return sees Viola only as The Knife’s 

beloved “one in particular” (347); they relate only through Todd. In the charged, 

intimately violent moment of the Return’s attack on Viola, they both, who have been 

silenced and attacked in many ways, recognize their mutual oppression through their 

mutual physical pain, the bands as sign and signal of the denial of each other’s 

personhood on each other’s bodies. Both Viola and the Return struggle to have voice 

and silence on their own terms in the context of murderous oppression and cultural 

alienation, yet in this moment, the pain of their bodies communicates. This is not an 

idyllic recognition that blossoms into friendship and mutual struggle against 

oppression, but a bare minimum recognition that keeps them both alive for another 

day. The bare minimum recognition does not depend on how well Viola and the 

Return are able to understand each other’s cultures, nor is it a processing of history 

																																																								
2 “The Clearing” is what the Land call the human settlers. 
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through remorse and desire, which so often, as we have seen, are close neighbors to 

colonial appropriation and aphasia. Instead, it is a body-to-body moment in which the 

lies of cryptohistory are exposed through the evidence of each person’s senses, and 

this serves to interrupt the violent cycles they are immersed within. 

Toward the end of Monsters of Men, the Return mistakes Todd for the Mayor 

and attacks him, leaving him in the coma described above, and Viola has to choose 

whether to kill the Return or not, as they meet in the guilty suffering of the Return’s 

Noise:  

 

1017 is remembering Todd— [...] 
When Todd killed the Spackle even when I was screaming for him not to— 
And 1017 remembers how Todd suffered for it— 
Suffering I see 1017 start feeling in himself— 
[…] 
And then I realize— […] 
If I kill 1017— 
And war starts again— 
And we’re all killed— 
Who will remember Todd? […] 
And I drop the weapon. (Ness, Monsters 580-582) 

 

When the Return and Viola meet again, they are still not friends or allies, but 

again encounter each other violently, in mutual recognition of pain, guilt, and the 

desire for vengeance. Viola’s decision not to kill the Return, like his decision not to 

kill her, starts from a recognition of shared pain, but it is not finished there. Instead, 

her final decision against killing comes out of a desire for memory to persist in her 

body, for herself to carry her pain and her memories of Todd forward, to live in a 

haunted future because the alternative is death, lies, and the forgetting of love. It is 

still the bare minimum of communication, of relationship, between this human settler 

woman and this Indigenous man, not-killing, but it is also the most effective tool 

offered in this narrative to start, though definitely not finish, a process in which a 

cessation to violence and oppression can be imagined over and against the cycles of 

violent cryptohistories. 

Here, then, is what I see explored and demonstrated in Chaos Walking: in the 

violent maelstrom of the New World, the bare minimum of a non-murderous way of 

relating cannot be dismissed and is sometimes all that we have. It is not the only 

option played out in these books, but I find it the most trustworthy in considering 
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what is possible for settler science fiction attending to Indigenous realities to offer, 

what it can create in opposition to colonial violence that is not just a form of 

emotionally imagined connection. Settler stories created the colonial aphasia and 

violence that has been rehearsed so often in science fiction tales of new planets; 

therefore an attentive settler science fiction addressing that violence directly can bring 

the story around to the bare minimum Viola and the Return reach in Chaos Walking, 

and it is a useful feat of imagination to do so. 

Cryptohistories and lies will reproduce their violence by means of the choices 

of emotionally responsive, well-intentioned people who do not explicitly desire 

violence. Even the bare minimum of not-killing is impossible without a story shift, 

remembering and revealing cryptohistories whose lies cannot persist unchallenged in 

the presence of the chosen voices and knowledge of people who have been 

systematically violated. We, too, outside the books, cannot create stories apart from 

the lies that form the foundation of our official histories, nor from the violence that 

undergirds the cryptohistories we all carry, but we can create stories that respond to 

those lies. Emotional responsiveness and guilt do nothing to change violence and may 

even make it easier for the violence of cryptohistories to be repeated, but a shared 

recognition of pain, through memory carried in the body, can disrupt the violence and 

undercut the lies, which, without alternative stories, will persist and renew 

themselves. 

 

vv 
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